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The candidate correctly names the force
and direction in which this force acts.

Correct working and answer.

Correct equation and evidence for
calculating the speed of satellite.

Incorrect and incomplete derivation of Kepler's Law. For Achieved, attempt using
Fg, Fc and V is made. For Merit, correct derivation for Kepler's Law is required. For
Excellence, correct derivation and calculation for the mass of moon is required.

The answer clearly describes why the bathroom scales
read zero.

Correct equation and evidence for
calculating the maximum acceleration.

Correct equation and evidence for calculating the
maximum linear velocity.

Correctly
explains that
acceleration
or restoring
force is
proportional
to the
displacement
but act in the
opposite
direction to
each other
using a SHM
equation as
a reference.

Correct equation,substitution and answer for the time for the journey
from North Pole to South Pole.

Correct
explanation

Correct working and answer for
the rotational inertia.

Correctly
explains
that no
external
torques act
so total
angular
momentum
must be
conserved
so rear half
of cat must
rotate but in
the opposite
direction.

Correct
explanation
for Low
Excellence.
For High
Excellence,
correct
calculation
for the
angular
velocity of
the rear of
the cat is
required
with the
explanation.

